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WELCOME 
1. Heyy I’m [name goes here]. 
 
2. And I’m [name goes here] and we are your hosts for 

today’s RECOGNITION rally!  
 

 
3. Welcome to Bear Valley’s 1st super recognition pep 

rally! 
 

4. Before we get started we would like to recognize bear 
valley’s chorus! Lets give them a big round of applause 
as they sing our own Bear Valley Song! 

 
 
5. <WAIT FOR PERFORMANCE> 
 
6. Let’s give them a huge applause for that wonderful 

performance! 
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7. We’d like to give you a little history about in the ways 

we have had rallies before. In the past we only had 
academic pep rallies but this each year we wanted to 
start the tradition of recognizing all kinds of groups on 
our campus.  

 
8.  First off let’s recognize our ACADEMIC superheroes! 

We would like to recognize the academic super stars, 
who have achieved a SUPER GPA of 3.0 to a 3.49.  
We call them the BRONZE CLUB. 

 
 
9.  Will the bronze club please stand up? Lets give them a 

round of applause! (Hold for applause) 
 
10. Those who have earned a 3.5-3.9 are recognized 

as the Silver Club. Will the silver club please stand up? 
Lets give them a big round of applause! (WAIT) 

 
 
11. Finally our GOLD CLUB members have earned a 

4.0 GPA and that means straight A’s! Will the 4.0 
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SUPER stars please STAND UP! LETS GIVE THEM A 
ROUND OF APLAUSE. 

 
12. We are proud of our students at BEAR! Did you 

know more than half of our students are on one of the 
honor roll clubs? We have put your names up in lights 
so to speak. (point to the signage around the room) 
Look for your names Honor Roll club members and 
keep up the great efforts! 

 
 
 
 
13. The next time your bear buddies come visit your 

classes we will deliver some fun prizes to the students 
who has a GPA of 3.00 or higher. Also if you show your 
id card with the gold, silver or bronze sticker on it then 
you can get a FREE slice of pizza at SLICES PIZZA 
when you buy a drink! We thank SLICES PIZZA for 
supporting BEAR in so many ways! 

GAME ONE 
14. A rally would not be a true rally without some fun 

games and competition right? Well we want to point out 
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the teams for today’s games. On this side we have the 
_________________ and on this side we have the 
_________________. We will be asking for volunteers to 
participate in the games throughout the rally so pay 
attention! 

 
15. Are you guys ready for the 1st game? Are you 

sure? Okay [name goes here] tell them the about the 1st 
game. 

 
 

16. Okay, our 1st GAME IS The Terrible Tarp.  
 
17. This one involves EVERYONE in your whole team! 
 We will have the people in the 1st row hold tightly onto the 
tarp and when we say GO we want you to roll it open, as far 
as it will go until it reaches the end. THEN, you will roll it 
back up toward the front again. The team who rolls it back 
and then forward first wins.  

18. OUR ASB Coaches (say their names) will help you 
with each of the games so wave hello to your ASB 
coaches! 
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19. Which team do you think is gonna win?!?!?!?!? 
 

 
20. Ready, set, GO! CUE MUSIC 
 
21. And the winners are (say the winning teams names) 

 
 
22. Let’s give our players a big round of applause. 

 
 

RECOGNITION 2 
1. In between games, we will recognize people who are 

doing a SUPER job at bear valley! So pay attention if 
we call you name please stand up and we will all 
applaud! 

 
2. The 1st group we will recognize is: 
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________
_____ 

 
 

GAME TWO 
18. The next game we are doing is called Bubble Blowers.     
      
22. The point of this game is to find the unwrapped piece 

of bubble gum at the bottom of the tin pan, but there is 
a catch: The bubble gum will be in a pan of flour. Your 
hands will be tied behind your back so you will need to 
use your face and mouth to find the gum. Once you 
get the gum you need to chew it an blow at least a one 
inch bubble. The person who blows a bubble first wins! 

 
23. COACHES SELECT 3 PLAYERS PER TEAM 

 
 
24. Ready set go CUE MUSIC 
 
25.  Okay the winners are 

__________________________________. 
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RECOGNITION 3 
The next group we will recognize is: 
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________ 

RECOGNITION 4 
The next group we will recognize is: 
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________. 
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GAME THREE 

1. For our 3rd game, we will be playing Dr. Doom’s test 
tube torture. 

 
2. The object of the game is to get the most liquid into the 

test-tube. You will use the dropper and drop water into 
a test-tube. The catch is….One person will be lying 
down with the test-tube on their forhead while the other 
partner does the dropping of liquid. The team to fill the 
test-tube first wins.  

 Ready, set go! CUE MUSIC 
 
4. Okay the winners are… 
 
 
 

RECOGNITION 5 
1. Our next recognition is 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
___________________________________. 

 
RECOGNITION 6 

1. Our next recognition is 
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
_____________________ 
 

GAME 5 
1. Our last and final game is called lifesavers! 
 
2.  To play this game you will have a plate of gummy life 

savers in front of you. You will lick them, and try to stick 
as many as possible onto your face in 30 seconds 
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whom ever has the most stuck on their face for 15 
seconds wins! 

3. READY SET GO (CUE MUSIC) 
4. Okay, the winner is… 
 
 

RECOGNITION 7 
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 

 
RECOGNITION 8 

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 

 
CLOSING: 
In closing we would like to thank all the staff members who 
sent in names of teams and students. We know there are 
more folks out there and we hope to have your name in 
lights at our next recognition rally. 
 
Finally, we want to remind you of the goals ASB leaders are 
working toward this year. They are: 

1. Create fun times and great memories by involving more 
people 

2.  Take pride in our campus appearance 
3.  Support all positive groups on campus so they feel like 

they belong 
And 
4. Be leaders and great role models by listening and 

following through! 
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WE HOPE THAT WE HAVE SHOWN YOU OUR 
EFFORTS IN THE GOALS MENTIONED…BECAUSE 
WE REALLY THINK THAT  BVMS IS A PLACE WHERE 
KIND KIDS KONNECT! 
 
Thank you! Now please welcome our leadership teacher 
Mrs. Van Doorn to help with dismissal 

 
 

EXTRA GAME: 
The object of this game is to save your classmate! There will 
be two super heroes per team who will hold onto the magic 
carpet while the third person from your team is sitting on the 
carpet being saved from danger. The course begins in front 
of your team and you have to run with the carpet around the 
entire perimeter of the room. The team to return to their 
starting point first wins. OF course we must have the super 
heroes wearing CAPES! We will need 3 participants per 
team. Coaches will come get you and you will stand on the 
start line. 
-TEAMS READY, ON your marks, get set-go. (MUSIC) 


